
A better way to collect and 
analyse your data



Introducing K2X
K2X is a suite of apps that cover all your 
quality and industry 4.0 needs
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Key Features
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Data collection

Effortlessly gather data from any 
source, with any device

Task scheduling

Easily track and manage tasks across 
large teams and sites

Problem Solving

Proactively identify, correct and 
prevent problems

Real-time SPC

Monitor and control critical process 
variables to ensure consistent quality

AI insights

Leverage AI algorithms based on years 
of real world data

Virtual process

Optimise workflows to identify 
bottlenecks and improve efficiency

Instant Alerts

Receive alerts by email or SMS for 
events and deviations

Reporting

Comprehensive reports for informed 
decision making

Easy Audits

Maintain airtight records for regulatory 
standards and compliance
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Trusted in production

1500 100,000+ >6000 ~£50K
assets managed records captured problems solved average annual ROI
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Productionized 
Data Entry

Value adding “Go/No-Go” gauges give
operators instant feedback.

K2X runs on any device with a web 
browser, so implementation is cost 
effective and simple.

Create your smart factory with tablets and
data collection on your production line.
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Real time control 
charts

The control chart feature automatically 
selects the appropriate control chart 
based on the data being analysed.

However, this feature goes beyond just 
visualizing data. Your data is automatically 
analysed using AI which provides valuable 
insights and actionable information. 

Users receive alerts, notifications, or 
recommendations when significant trends, 
patterns, or out-of-control signals are 
detected.
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Real time 
capability charts

K2X simplifies the presentation of 
capability statistics, the platform focuses 
on showcasing the most important 
capability statistics in a clear and easily 
understandable manner.

Quickly create custom dashboards using
control and capability charts to quickly 
detect developing problems.
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AI powered 
insights

K2X automatically analyses your data 
using advanced AI algorithms that have 
been trained on years of real world data.

Your control and capability charts are 
interpreted and explained in plain English, 
with recommendations on how to improve 
your process.
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Data collection 
with benefits

We talked to many companies while 
designing K2X, and it was clear that they 
all had the same things in common.

Multiple data collection systems, or data 
collection systems that were outdated or 
too complicated made it difficult to 
extract key insights, identify valuable 
improvement opportunities, and take 
action.
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Easy Scheduling

Quickly define scheduling intervals and set 
up automated reminders for data 
collection, ensure timely inspection, 
preventive maintenance, and calibration 
activities.
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Get started for free:

k2x.app

sales@keytoquality.com

http://k2x.app/
mailto:sales@keytoquality.com
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